
Law Student Wellbeing
In PLT
It is all there to be researched!

Michael Appleby
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Wellbeing in Practice

Tens of thousands of graduates
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"On a more personal note, I wanted to thank you for your support and 
assistance last year in regards to my health issues. 
In hindsight, the Wellbeing in Practice/Mental Health workshop that was 
run was a key factor in prompting me to seek help. I wanted to let you know 
that it did have an impact and I appreciate that the College does run it for 
students."
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What we teach in the workshop

Exploring notions of wellbeing and resilience developing/growing 
supporting

1

Mental health literacy including help seeking2

Exploring stress and stress management3

Resources 4

A self care plan5
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Is this just a stand alone workshop?

The workshop aims to inform and skill emerging professionals– putting 
them and their needs and interests at the heart of the learning? 

Does the curriculum we teach and the way we teach in PLT have an 
impact on student wellbeing?
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Self determination theory

Now tested in many contexts

Used as the basis for research about lawyers and law students

The theory proposes that we all have three inherent needs. Needs for relationship, 
competence and autonomy. That the meeting of these needs is essential for ongoing 
psychological growth, integrity, and well being p229

The theory assumes a fundamental human trajectory towards vitality, integration, and 
health p229
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The ANU researchers reported that:

a that a sizeable majority of the practical legal education students 
began the course with levels of psychological distress at or around 
levels expected of Australians in the general community

and that

there were low levels of problematic psychological distress both at 
the beginning and the end of the course despite it being an intensive 
period of learning through simulated practice
!"#$%&''()(*(+,$&-$.#**)#(/01$%2#*(3(/42,$5#'6*+'$-2&3$7628#,'$&-$96'+24*(4/$%2&-#''(&/4*$:#04*$;<6=4+(&/$
7+6<#/+'$!"#$%&'%()*+%)*,%-'%./0+123*%4$$
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Self Determination Theory and those Results

…we have reason to suspect that the teaching and learning 
environment of the course may help to maintain low levels of baseline 
psychological distress through the promotion of supported autonomy 
and competence, which in turn will reward students for being 
intrinsically motivated… P46
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Self Determination Theory Applied to Education

SDT used to design an approach to teaching and learning in tertiary 
education
University of Melbourne; Enhancing Student Wellbeing
The five elements - nutrients

autonomous motivation

belonging

relationships

competence

autonomy
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Autonomous Motivation

Acting on the basis of one's 
interests or intrinsic goals

When our actions are self owned 
and self endorsed, we have a 
sense of being our authentic 
selves this enables us to 
experience belonging, positive 
relationships with others, 
autonomy and competence – the 
‘wellbeing essentials’
!"#$"%&"'()*+,-"*(.-"*$/(0-//1-&"'2(3(4$",1556(
758(3%$,-9&%(!,+%$*58:(!"#$%&'#%()#*+,"#-./#
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Belonging

Enhancing Student Mental Well-being, suggest the following to promote 
inclusion and belonging in education:

know your students diverse needs and interests

value diversity and practice social inclusion

induct students into your discipline’s values and professional 
standards

!"#$"%&"'()*+,-"*(.-"*$/(0-//1-&"'2(3(4$",1556(758(3%$,-9&%(!,+%$*58:(!"#$%&'#%()#*+,"#-./
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Relationships

At one level PLT can be viewed through the lens of relationship – how do 
we communicate as lawyers and how do we communicate in such a way 
as to best support our professional relationships particularly with our 
clients

At another level it is communication with lecturers and fellow students

And yet another level it is those with whom students work in their work 
placements or their existing places of employment during the course
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Relationships in PLT

The structure of the courses made it easy for us to navigate ourselves 
around but to also easily complete the activities. I was able to meet 
people that I know I'll remain friends with
My favourite part of the course - the interactions with lecturers / 
examiners / assessors / staff
Thanks for my friend xx contribution to this assignment. I do really 
appreciate our efforts and enjoy our team work in processing this 
assignment
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Relationships with PLT Lecturers

Very supportive and approachable

Very approachable and understanding when issues occur

Very engaging and encouraging

Supportive and informative

Was always providing support and encouragement

Very informative and challenged me to think outside the box
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Autonomy

Autonomy refers to volition – the organismic desire to self-organise 
experience and behaviour and to have activity be concordant with 
one’s integrated sense of self…….it concerns the experience of 
integration !"#$%&#'()'*+,-'%.#'/-,0%&#'1)'/2%.'34445

Our students are in the process of transition from study to the practice 
of law and are in the process of developing, for each of them, a 
professional identity.

How does the PLT support student autonomy? Support the integration 
of their emerging professional identity with their existing integrated 
self?
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Autonomy Support

Teaching to support students to connect with their emerging interests or 
important goals and make their learning personally meaningful
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Competence

We teach skills that are relevant 
and meaningful to students and 
their aim of becoming 
practitioners. This plays not only 
to competence but also to 
autonomy.
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Feeling competent or more competent!

I learnt and developed my ability to provide competent professional legal 
services.!

After completing the coursework component of the PLT program I now feel 
ready to begin practising law.!

I have learnt a lot of foundational skills to be a good graduate lawyer!

I feel equipped with the skills to enter a legal career!

I now have greater confidence in my ability as a graduate of law!

I felt I learnt enough to continue to grow in my professional career!
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Working and studying

The ANU researchers found that both 
studying PLT and working in the law or 
undertaking work experience seemed to 
be beneficial in terms of developing 
competence and enhancing the 
meaning of both study and work 
(autonomy support) and that this legal 
work experience insulates students 
against depression anxiety and stress 
p47
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